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NOMENCLATURE 
Symbol: 
A Symbol is representative of an item or idea and it shows something in a different way 
than its actual meaning. It is suitable for representing complex objects and abstract 
concepts (Abdullah & Hübner, 2006, p. 15). 
Icon: 
“Icons are the free spirit of the sign world…they have a high entertainment factor, but at 
the same time they fulfill important routine functions on mobiles, palmtop computers and 
other electronic interfaces – particularly where the screen cannot hold sufficient textual 
data.” (Abdullah & Hübner, 2006, p. 206). 
App (application): 
An app is a software program that can be operated on mobile devices. Apps constitute a 
new information technology, and have both web-based and mobile-based characteristics 
(Hur, Lee & Choo, 2017). 
Concrete:           
Icons said to be “concrete” depict a visual representation of the actual object they stand 
for (This definition was concluded by the designer from a range of research and articles). 
Semi-concrete:  
Icons said to be “semi-concrete” depict a visual representation of associated and related 
attributes of an actual object (This definition was concluded by the designer from a range 
of research and articles). 
 
 
vii 
Abstract: 
Icons said to be “abstract” use simple graphics to represent objects or relationships that 
are hard to represent visually, and do not depict the actual appearance of an object in 
real world. (This definition was concluded by the designer from a range of research and 
articles). 
Cross-culture:  
Culture includes everything we learned about communicating with others, and how to 
think about things. In the process of talking to others, observing how others interact is 
what the “cross” means (Tannen, 1984). Cross-culture is observing, interacting and 
communicating with others from different cultures. 
Tab bar: 
The tab bar is at the bottom of the screen so users can quickly switch between functions. 
It is the common element in all apps that enables users to recognize how to use the app 
quickly and directly (Banga, 2011). 
Conventional icon design: 
The current and most commonly seen visual style and construction of icon design. 
Nonconventional icon design: 
The icon visual style that has the opposite characteristics of the conventional icon design, 
it is not commonly and generally seen. 
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ABSTRACT 
Travel apps are common information sources for people researching travel 
destinations. There is an array of city travel apps available to foreign visitors that are 
specific to large metropolitan areas. English is the international language typically used 
for these travel apps; however, there are many travelers for whom English is not their 
native language and their ability to understand English is limited. To address this 
language barrier and to allow for better accessibility to application functions, the design 
of the icons on the travel apps should be readily recognized and understood on a 
universal level. They need to speak to international travelers who represent a variety of 
languages and cultural backgrounds by being more easily recognized and acceptable 
worldwide, and ultimately useful in mitigating cultural barriers and misunderstanding.  
In the process of preparing this creative component, a wide variety of icon designs 
varying in both visual and communication style were investigated and consult with a 
range of international friends to help determine the designs that might communicate most 
universally. Also, this creative component contains the research of icon design elements 
used by existing popular travel apps representing various countries. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
A research survey, “Mobile Travel Trends 2019,” found that in 2019, 78% of 
respondents across eight countries downloaded the same or greater number of travel apps 
than they did in 2018 (Travelport, 2019), indicating that travel apps are at a minimum 
maintaining, but more likely being used increasing more often for travel information. There 
is a variety of city travel apps available to help foreign visitors and travelers know about a 
city before they arrive; however, most of them use English or the local language to relate 
information which is not helpful or easy for those who do not have a functional knowledge of 
English or cannot speak the local language. A travel app must express functions in a manner 
usable for the broadest range of users.  
Rushan Yan defines icons in “Icon Design Study in Computer Interface” (Yan, 2011) 
as images, pictures, or symbols that indicate concepts, and adds that icons are an important 
part of computer interface design in that they help users access information quickly and 
effectively. It is important to design icons that successfully address the multi-culture 
aesthetics of individuals who represent a variety of cultural backgrounds. Also, icon design 
should minimize cultural barrier problems that might lead to misunderstanding.  
 
1.1 Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this creative component is to explore various icon design and 
communication styles to determine the most promising styles for cross-cultural design. A 
formal survey was not conducted; instead, international students and families were consulted 
in the quest to determine icon preferences. This procedure helped ensure that design 
decisions were not made on the present designer’s own assumptions or cultural biases. 
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Sketching and explorations were based on the study titled “Cultural Difference and Mobile 
Phone Interface Design: Icon Recognition According to Level of Abstraction” by Kim and 
Lee (2005) that indicates different communication style preferences (concrete, semi-concrete, 
and abstract) between those with a Western background and those with an Eastern 
background. The investigation helped confirm the most frequently recognizable icon designs 
represented the semi-concrete communication style. 
The research determined the most common categories, services, and icon content 
included in current popular travel apps representative of various countries. The categories 
included “Hotel,” “Food and Drink,” “Travel Experience,” and “Flight” in the main function 
and item area, and “Search,” “My Booking,” “Wishlist,” and “My Profile” in the tab bar area.  
The icon designs created for the present creative component is helpful in that they can 
be recognized globally, and are compatible with the multi-culture aesthetic necessary for a 
travel app. During this research process I learned how icon designs might enable a more fluid 
international language. 
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH 
2.1 Most Popular Travel Apps in Various Countries 
The online travel industry is primarily comprised of travel e-commerce websites. 
According to “Online Travel Market – Statistics & Facts” (Statista, 2018), travel e-commerce 
websites focus on selling travel products such as hotels, flights, car rentals, and global online 
travel sales, and this focus has grown during the past few years. Additionally, an increasing 
number of people rely on travel review websites when booking and obtaining travel 
information. A review of worldwide travel websites indicates that most of them also have 
travel apps that can be downloaded to smartphones, which is helpful for users who search for 
travel information on both websites and a smartphone. Every country has popular travel apps 
that locals prefer to use, and by observing the icon design forms and styles used in them, the 
most common design form and style can be concluded as the design reference to my icon 
design in this project. It was not possible to research all of the popular travel apps used by all 
countries for this creative component, and for this reason I solicited information from 
international friends, inquiring about the most popular travel apps used in their countries. 
Online research was conducted as well. “The Most Popular iPhone Apps Ranking According 
to App Store” in different countries (Similar Web, 2019) was helpful in this quest. 
Transportation apps were not considered because most of them only have a single function 
such as “taking a bus,” “booking a flight,” or “renting a car;” thus, only travel apps with 
multiple functions that included transportation and other features such as hotels and/or 
restaurants were selected from the app ranking. Table 2.1 shows the selected countries and 
their most popular travel apps. The listings include the United States in North America; 
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Brazil and Colombia in South America; the United Kingdom; France, and Russia in Europe; 
and China, India, and Malaysia in Asia. 
 
Table 2.1 Most popular travel apps in various countries 
Country                               The most popular travel apps 
The United States Airbnb TripAdvisor 
Brazil Trivago Airbnb 
Colombia Airbnb Hostelworld 
The United Kingdom Booking Airbnb 
France Booking Airbnb TravelPirates 
Russia Airbnb Booking 
China Tuniu Ctrip 
India OYO MakeMyTrip 
Malaysia Booking OYO 
 
2.2 Contrasting Icon Design Preferences in Eastern and Western Cultures 
Western and Eastern cultures have contrasting characteristics and historical 
backgrounds, and these differences influence how respective locals observe and understand 
icon design. A study published in the International Journal of Industrial Ergonomics by Rau, 
Choong and Salvendy (2004) and entitled, “A Cross Cultural Study on Knowledge 
Representation and Structure in Human Computer Interfaces,” suggests that the Chinese tend 
to think more concretely than Americans. Also, Kim and Lee (2005) report in “Cultural 
Difference and Mobile Phone Interface Design: Icon Recognition According to Level of 
Abstraction” that Koreans, who represent an eastern culture, tend to think concretely when 
operating a mobile phone and recognize icons more quickly than Westerners. Americans – 
representative of Westerners – tend to approach mobile phone icons in a more abstract 
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manner and recognize them more accurately than Easterners. Additionally, they found that 
semi-concrete icons have the greatest recognition rate, followed by concrete icons and 
finally, abstract icons. These finding suggested that semi-concrete and concrete design forms 
and styles could be used effectively in two of my icon design styles. Furthermore, the present 
project could be expanded to determine whether the finding of previous research is correct; 
however, only Koreans and Americans were available to represent Eastern and Western 
cultures when drawing comparisons. Ten countries were represented within the group of 
international classmates, friends, and family consulted during this creative component. 
2.3 Concrete, Abstract and Semi-Concrete 
2.3.1 Concrete  
Previous research suggested that semi-concrete and concrete icon design forms could 
be used for stylistic comparisons in this study. Kim and Lee (2005) do not provide definitions 
for “concrete,” “semi-concrete” and “abstract” icon design forms in their published research; 
however, they provide an image (figure 2.1) to show corresponding icon designs under each 
icon communication styles, and that was helpful in preparing the creative component. Also, 
the study, “Lisbon Symbol Database (LSD): Subjective Norms for 600 Symbols” by Prada, 
Rodrigues, Silva and Garrido (2015),  reports concreteness relates to the use of extra detail in 
an icon to pictorially represent the obvious way an item is used and its close connection to 
something in the real-world. Additionally, according to the study, “A Taxonomy of 
Representation Strategies in Iconic Communication” by Nakamura and Zeng (2012), a 
concrete icon is representational of a real-world object rather than being a referent. As seen 
in figure 2.1, the concrete message icon uses an envelope image to represent the actual thing. 
The “web” icon uses a computer screen with the “www” standing for the “World Wide Web” 
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to show the website on a computer, which is close to the real-world item. It is reasonable to 
conclude on the basis of the above reviewed studies, published definitions, and illustrations 
provided in figure 2.1, that a concrete icon depicts a visual representation of the actual object 
they stand for.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Icon designs in “concrete,” “semi-concrete,” and “abstract” from, “Cultural 
Difference and Mobile Phone Interface Design: Icon Recognition According to Level of 
Abstraction” by Kim and Lee (2005) 
 
2.3.2 Abstract 
            Isherwood (2009) in “Graphics and Semantics: The Relationship Between What Is 
Seen and What Is Meant in Icon Design” shows that abstract icons use more graphical 
features and have less connection with their real-world referents. In figure 2.1 the “message” 
icon uses three simple-line people to show communication taking place with others, without 
depicting anything actually associated with the “message.” For the web icon, the abstract 
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form is an arrow pointing outward toward a circle, which is also not related to an actual 
object depicting a web. I conclude and define that an abstract icon uses simple graphics to 
represent objects or relationships that are hard to represent visually, and do not depict the 
actual appearance of an object in real world. 
2.3.3 Semi-concrete 
Prada, Rodrigues, Silva and Garrido (2015) report the definition of concrete in their 
article “Lisbon Symbol Database (LSD): Subjective Norms for 600 Symbols.” According to 
their description and extrapolation of icons, concreteness relates to the use of extra detail in 
an icon to pictorially represent the obvious way an item is used and its close connection to 
something in the real-world. My understanding of semi-concrete in this context is the way an 
icon partially represents the appearance of a real-world object. According to the study, 
“Earcons and Icons: Their Structure and Common Design Principles” by Blattner, Sumikawa 
and Greenberg (1989), the word semi-abstract indicates a combination of a representational 
icon (real-world image), and related abstract features. The definition of semi-abstract seems 
closely related to semi-concrete. In figure 2.1, the message depicts a bottle drifting on water 
as a means of conveying its meaning; it does not show the actual object of the “message” – 
but instead, depicts an object that can relate to it indirectly. It is not identical to an abstract 
form in which an actual item in the real-world is absent. The web icon in semi-concrete 
depicts the earth to indicate “worldwide” – an implication of the worldwide web. Based on 
the research and observations mentioned above, I conclude and defined that semi-concrete 
icons depict a visual representation of associated and related attributes of an actual object. 
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CHAPTER 3 ICON DESIGN ELEMENT 
3. 1 What Are the Design Elements That Make up Icon Design? 
An icon is organized using various design elements. It is necessary to clearly observe 
the icon design element in each popular travel app listed in table 2.1 before beginning the 
icon design process. The common icon design element and its form can be concluded and 
determined prior to designing a global icon. 
Abdullah and Hübner (2006) explain in their book, “Pictograms, Icons and Signs,” 
that formal modes of signs and icons cover an area of consideration ranging from the actual 
shape (brightness, color and material) of icon to its movement. With the selected formal 
mode to keep focused in designing the icon, the suitable form of signs and icons can be 
sought to effectively convey the information. To examine the formal modes in detail, there is 
defined repertoire of elements to be applied to the design. Icon design is divided into 
elements including form, brightness, and color. The form aspect is subdivided to demark 
quality (rounded or angled, irregular or regular, asymmetrical or symmetrical), quantity 
(large or small), dimension (dot, line, two-dimensional surface, body or space), and 
demarcation (empty form, partially filled form, fully filled form, open form, closed form, 
clear contours, and blurred contours) (Abdullah and Hübner, 2006). As observed in the initial 
research of travel app icons, the color of an icon is primarily derived from the travel app 
company’s branding; thus, icon design color is not a key variable explored in the present 
creative component; all explorations are conducted in black and white. While I observe icon 
designs in popular travel apps from different countries, I only consider and conclude the form 
aspect according to the repertoire of elements given by Abdullah and Hübner as well as 
concrete and semi-concrete communication styles. I then classified the icon design elements 
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in table 3.1 in terms of line quality thickness (each icon was evaluated in terms of similar 
thickness or varied thickness of lines), corner (angular or rounded), perspective (one-point 
perspective or two-point perspective) and form (open or closed). 
 
Table 3.1 Classified design elements 
Line quality/ 
thickness 
Similar thickness Varied thickness 
Corner Angular Rounded Use both of the angular 
corner and rounded 
corner 
(Multiple corners) 
Perspective  
One-point perspective Two-point perspective 
Use both of the one-
point perspective and 
two-point perspective 
(Multiple perspectives) 
Form  Open  Closed Use both of the open 
form and closed form 
(Multiple forms) 
 
3. 2 Observation of Icon Design Element in Popular Travel Apps from Various Countries 
Evaluations and observations of icon design styles used by the most popular travel 
apps in the United States in North America; Brazil and Colombia in South America; the 
United Kingdom, France and Russia in Europe; and China, India, and Malaysia in Asia were 
completed and then combined with an analysis of classified design elements including line 
quality thickness, corner expression, perspective, and form. On the basis of those evaluations 
and observation, I reviewed the representative icon examples for the icon design elements in 
each travel app.  
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3.2.1 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in the United States  
Figure 3.1 shows representative icon examples in the Airbnb travel app, and figure 
3.2 shows representative icon examples in the TripAdvisor travel app, both of which are 
popular travel apps in the United States.  
 
Figure 3.1 Icon examples in the Airbnb travel app 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Icon examples in the TripAdvisor travel app 
 
 
Table 3.2 shows the evaluation and observation of icon design elements among these 
two popular travel apps in the United States. The Airbnb uses a similar thickness in each 
icon. The corner of the “inbox” is rounded, and “saved” uses angular corner; thus, Airbnb 
uses multiple corners in its icon design. All Airbnb app icons use the one-point perspective 
and closed form. TripAdvisor also uses similar thickness and one-point perspective, and all 
icons use the angular corner. The “Trips” icon uses primarily closed form and the “Inbox” 
uses completely closed form. In the “Vacation Rentals” icon, it is more open form, and it is 
not just outlined but filled in with colors; thus, TripAdvisor uses multiple forms in its icon 
designs. 
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Table 3.2 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in the United States  
 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Airbnb Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
TripAdvisor Similar  
thickness 
Angular 
corner 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple 
forms 
 
3.2.2 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Brazil  
Figure 3.3 shows icon examples used in the Trivago travel app. Airbnb is also a 
popular travel app in Brazil, so I evaluated the icon design element from two of them in table 
3.3. In Trivago app, “Spa” has some open aspects to its form and “Parking” is fully enclosed; 
thus, multiple forms are used for icons in this app. The corner is angular and the rest of the 
design elements are the same as Airbnb. 
 
Figure 3.3 Icon examples in the Trivago travel app 
 
Table 3.3 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Brazil 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Trivago Similar 
thickness 
Angular 
corner 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple 
forms 
Airbnb Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
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3.2.3 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Colombia  
Figure 3.4 shows examples of the icons used in the Hostelworld travel app. I 
evaluated the icon design elements in this and the Airbnb apps in table 3.4. In the 
Hostelworld app there were multiple corners shown on the “Website” icon and rounded 
corner in “Bar” icon. The “Website” icon has an open aspect to its form, while the other two 
icons have completely closed form. Overall, there are multiple corners and forms used in the 
icon. 
 
Figure 3.4 Icon examples in the Hostelworld travel app 
 
 
Table 3.4 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Colombia 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Hostelworld Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple  
forms 
Airbnb Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
 
 
3.2.4 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in the United Kingdom  
Figure 3.5 shows icon examples in the Booking travel app, a popular travel app in the 
United Kingdom. Table 3.5 summary also includes Airbnb (previously reviewed in the 
United States apps), which is also a popular travel app in the United Kingdom. The left icon 
of the Booking app contains angular corners and a slightly open form, the right icon contains 
both rounded and angular corners but with a closed form. Thus, the Booking app uses 
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multiple corners and forms in the icon. The rest of the design elements are the same as those 
in the Airbnb app. 
 
Figure 3.5 Icon examples in the Booking travel app 
 
Table 3.5 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in the United 
Kingdom 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Booking Similar thickness 
 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple forms 
Airbnb Similar thickness 
 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
 
3.2.5 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in France  
Figure 3.6 shows icon examples in the TravelPirates travel app, and table 3.6 
summary shows design elements in two additional popular travel apps: Booking (previously 
reviewed in the United Kingdom apps) and Airbnb (previously reviewed in the United States 
apps). TravelPirates share similar design elements and all the three icons have closed form. 
For the corners, the “Notifications” and “Booking” icon use multiple corners, the “Info & 
Contact” uses angular corner, thus, the TravelPirates travel app uses multiple corners. 
 
Figure 3.6 Icon examples in the TravelPirates travel app 
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Table 3.6 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in France 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Booking Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple forms 
Airbnb Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
TravelPirates Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
 
 
3.2.6 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Russia 
In Russia, Airbnb and Booking are also popular travel apps, similar to those in the 
United Kingdom. Table 3.7 shows the evaluation of icon design elements in Booking 
(originally evaluated in the United Kingdom apps) and Airbnb (originally evaluated in the 
United States apps). Overall, by my observation, the travel apps in Europe, North America, 
and South America all primarily utilizes multiple forms, multiple corners, one-point 
perspective and similar line quality to compose their icons. 
 
Table 3.7 Evaluation of the icon design elements in popular travel apps in Russia 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Booking Similar thickness 
 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple forms 
Airbnb Similar thickness 
 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed form 
 
3.2.7 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in China  
Figure 3.7 shows icon examples of the Tuniu travel app, and figure 3.8 shows Ctrip, 
the most popular travel apps in China.  
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Figure 3.7 Icon examples in the Tuniu travel app 
 
Figure 3.8 Icon examples in the Ctrip travel app 
 
Table 3.8 shows the evaluations and observations of icon design elements of two 
popular travel apps in China. The design elements are the same for both of these two travel 
apps. There are multiple corners in both the Tuniu and Ctrip apps. The forms in far right 
icons of the Tuniu and Ctrip apps have more closed aspect and less open aspect to the forms, 
the rest of icons have completely closed form, thus, both of them use the multiple forms. The 
remaining design elements are the same as those found in North America, South America, 
and Europe. There are multiple icon design styles in one Chinese travel app, and the icon 
design is more detailed and colorful than those in other countries, which makes them 
different.  
 
Table 3.8 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in China 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Tuniu Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners  
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple  
forms 
Ctrip Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple  
forms 
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3.2.8 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in India 
Figure 3.9 shows icon examples in the OYO travel app, and figure 3.10 shows the 
MakeMyTrip travel app. They are popular travel apps in India.  
 
Figure 3.9 Icon examples in the OYO travel app 
 
Figure 3.10 Icon examples in the MakeMyTrip travel app 
 
Table 3.9 shows the evaluation and observation of icon design elements in two 
popular travel apps in India. Both apps use multiple corners in the icons. In the OYO app, the 
“Wheelchair Accessible” icon has the open aspects to its form, while the “Banquet Hall” icon 
is a completely closed form. Thus, in this app multiple forms are used in icon design. In 
MakeMyTrip app, all icons use closed form. The rest of the design elements remain the same 
as those used in other countries. 
 
Table 3.9 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in India  
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
OYO Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple 
forms 
MakeMyTrip Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Closed  
form 
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3.2.9 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Malaysia 
Booking (previously reviewed for the United kingdom) and OYO (previously 
evaluated for India) are also popular travel apps in Malaysia. Table 3.10 shows the evaluation 
of icon design elements in popular Malaysian travel apps.  
 
Table 3.10 Evaluation of icon design elements in popular travel apps in Malaysia 
 Line quality/ 
thickness 
Corner  Perspective Form 
Booking Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple  
forms 
OYO Similar 
thickness 
Multiple 
corners 
One-point 
perspective 
Multiple 
forms 
 
 
3.3 Common and Conventional Icon Design Elements 
Observations made of various travel app icon design elements show that currently the 
travel apps evaluated for the field study use similar thickness and one-point perspective. 
Most use multiple corners (contain both rounded and angular corners) and most use multiple 
forms (contains both closed and open forms). I found that these are the most common and 
conventional icon design elements used for travel apps, and that they can be applied to global 
icon designs. Table 3.11 shows the most commonly employed design elements throughout 
the popular travel apps in the United States in North America; Brazil and Colombia in South 
America; the United Kingdom, France and Russia in Europe; and China, India, and Malaysia 
in Asia. 
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Table 3.11 Common icon design elements used in popular travel apps 
Line quality/ 
thickness 
Similar thickness 
Corner Multiple corners 
Perspective One-point perspective 
Form Multiple forms  
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CHAPTER 4 CRITERIA FOR GOOD ICON DESIGN 
The criteria for good and standardly used icon design should be established before the 
design process begins. This understanding was used when designing the icons in the present 
project. According to Yan (2011) in, “Icon Design Study in Computer Interface,” an icon 
should include accurate identification, this means an icon must contain the attributes of 
readability: learners must be able to learn it quickly, simply, and correctly. Also, the form of 
icon design should be consistent to reduce cognitive burden, and the consistency should 
enable the user’s attention to be more concentrated. Additionally, the icon’s visual form 
should be attractive enough to elicit a strong sense of appreciation and pleasure (Yan, 2011). 
Abdullah and Hübner (2006, p.35) state in “Pictograms, Icons and Signs,” that a 
design grid helps a set of icons create a clear formal continuity and visual rhythm, and that a 
consistent line thickness is important to insure clear and uniform distinctions and 
representations.  
 In summary, the following list of criteria were developed to guide this investigation 
of icon design and to promote designs that can successfully communicate internationally. 
1. Readability and familiarity 
The icon design should be intuitive and easy to identify so that users can quickly recognize 
and understand its meaning.  
2. Accuracy 
The icon design should convey information and a message to users clearly and correctly 
(Yan, 2011). 
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3. Consistency 
The form and style of the icon set should be unified and in harmony to reduce users’ 
cognitive burden (Yan, 2011). 
4. Artistry 
A strong, unique, and creative design style should be implemented that is pleasing to users 
(Yan, 2011). 
5. Design grid use 
The design grid can give the icon set a formal and unified format to make the icon set style 
consistent and unified (Abdullah and Hübner, 2006, p. 35). 
6. Similarity of line thickness 
The line thickness should be kept consistent to help unify the icon’s design (Abdullah and 
Hübner, 2006, p. 35). 
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CHAPTER 5 ICON DESIGN 
The research discussed in chapter 2.3 provides the basis for semi-concrete and 
concrete communication styles to focus on exploration and comparisons in this study. I used 
the most commonly searching services and functions present in popular international travel 
apps as design references to create the content categories I would utilize to explore globally 
recognized icons. To further my research on this topic I added a nonconventional design style 
to explore the opposite characteristics of the conventional style. This was done to determine 
if my international friends’ preferences were in line with the research findings. 
 
5.1 The Item and Function to Design the Icon 
The most common main functions on the home page and tab bar of popular travel 
apps were used to establish the content areas I would design for with my icon exploration. I 
concluded that “Hotel,” “Food and Drink,” “Travel Experience,” and “Flight” constitute the 
main functions on the home page, and “Search,” “My Booking,” “Wishlist,” and “My 
Profile” constitute the main functions on the tab bar most commonly seen with existing travel 
apps. 
 
5.2 Icon Design Process 
When I began the design, I created an icon design grid as dictated by the desirable 
icon criteria mentioned earlier. An icon design grid can give the icon set a formal and unified 
format to insure the icon set style is consistent and unified. Figure 5.1 shows the icon design 
grid applied to the icon design set.  
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Figure 5.1 The icon design grid 
 
I explored both of concrete and semi-concrete communication styles, with 
conventional and nonconventional design styles. This gave me the possibilities to explore: 
concrete and conventional; concrete and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional 
and semi-concrete and nonconventional were explored in my early sketches. 
I envisioned various design for icons as I sketched icon sets. I found it helpful to 
compare these various icon design ideas when determining what icon objects and attributes 
would be most appropriate in an icon design. 
Table 5.1 shows “Hotel” icon sketches for concrete and conventional; concrete and 
nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and nonconventional styles. 
The concrete form of the hotel depicts the actual object as a recognizable hotel building. A 
bed is associated with sleeping and hotel stays in the semi-concrete version. 
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Table 5.1 Various icon designs for “Hotel” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
                          
 
Table 5.2 shows the “Food and Drink” icon sketches for concrete and conventional; 
concrete and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and 
nonconventional styles. A picture of a hamburger or pizza and drink was used for the 
concrete form of “Food and Drink.” For the semi-concrete version, a set of tableware is 
suitable to reference food and eating. 
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Table 5.2 Various icon designs for “Food and Drink” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
                          
 
Table 5.3 shows the “Travel Experience” icon drawings for concrete and 
conventional; concrete and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete 
and nonconventional styles. For the concrete form of “Travel Experience” I thought about the 
mountain views often seen during travel and biking experiences, and depicted it accordingly. 
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For the semi-concrete style, the process of taking a photo that can be viewed later relates to 
the “Travel Experience.” 
 
Table 5.3 Various icon designs for “Travel Experience” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
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Table 5.4 shows the “Flight” icon sketches for concrete and conventional; concrete 
and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and nonconventional 
styles. An airplane is the actual object of flight used in the concrete form of flight. For the 
semi-concrete, a ticket and a seat on an airplane can be the attributes to reference “Flight.” 
 
Table 5.4 Various icon designs for “Flight” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
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Table 5.5 shows the “Search” icon sketches for the concrete and conventional; 
concrete and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and 
nonconventional styles. For the concrete form of search, the posture of a person looking for 
something evokes the concept of searching. The magnifying lens or compass are associated 
with ways to “Search” and serves as the semi-concrete communication style. 
 
Table 5.5 Various icon designs for “Search” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
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Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
                          
 
Table 5.6 shows the “My Booking” icon sketches for the concrete and conventional; 
concrete and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and 
nonconventional styles. For the concrete form of “My Booking,” the action of a hand and a 
pen choosing a date on a calendar pictorially represents “My Booking.” For the semi-
concrete attribute, a booking list and plan with a travel luggage can reference “My Booking.” 
 
Table 5.6 Various icon designs for “My Booking” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
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Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
                          
 
Table 5.7 shows the “Wishlist” icon sketches for concrete and conventional; concrete 
and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and nonconventional 
styles. For the concrete form of “Wishlist,” the actual object can be a long list with marks on 
it. For the semi-concrete attribute, the heart can be the representational symbol of the “wish” 
meaning.  
 
Table 5.7 Various icon designs for “Wishlist” 
Concrete and conventional 
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Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
                          
 
Table 5.8 shows the “My Profile” icon sketches for concrete and conventional; 
concrete and nonconventional; semi-concrete and conventional; semi-concrete and 
nonconventional styles. For the concrete form of “My profile,” the actual object can be a 
person holding the profile folder, or a folder with many documents. The semi-concrete 
attribute can be the outline of a person’s head, or someone with a pencil to outline the shape 
of the human body. 
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Table 5.8 Various icon designs for “My Profile” 
Concrete and conventional 
                          
Concrete and nonconventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and conventional 
                          
Semi-concrete and 
nonconventional 
                          
 
I consulted my international classmates, friends, and families who represented a range 
of cultural backgrounds after I designed these series of icons to help inform the direction of 
the final icons. The most popular icons were consistently in the concrete communication 
style, except for the “Search” and “My Profile” items. Most of my associates indicated they 
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preferred the semi-concrete designs of “Search” and “My Profile.” As for conventional and 
nonconventional, more than half people choose the conventional design forms over 
nonconventional ones, but there are still many people prefer the nonconventional icon, 
especially most of them prefer the concrete and nonconventional style in “Hotel” and 
“Flight” icons.  
To further narrow the observed results, I transferred the most popular icon design in 
each icon set to the computer and placed the icons on a mock up of a smartphone screen to 
solicit others’ input. For the “Search” icon, because most people choose the semi-concrete 
and conventional icon and no one choose the semi-concrete and nonconventional icon, so in 
the second time consult, I change the design of semi-concrete and nonconventional one to be 
in the idea of magnifying lens. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show the icons that were transferred. 
Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 show the icon images that were shown on the smartphone 
screen. 
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Figure 5.2 Icon design 1 
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Figure 5.3 Icon design 2 
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Figure 5.4 Icon designs on smartphone 1 
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Figure 5.5 Icon designs on smartphone 2 
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Figure 5.6 Icon designs on smartphone 3 
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Figure 5.7 Icon designs on smartphone 4 
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In this round I asked them to choose the most popular icon design, most of them 
chose the conventional design. Overall, all people representing a wide range of cultures 
indicated that the most popular icon designs recognized most commonly were those 
designated as concrete and conventional. This suggests the best potential for designing 
globally recognized icon is concrete communication style, rendered in the qualities 
determined to be the currently conventional design icon style. Figure 5.8 shows the final icon 
design set. On the basis of the exploration and research conducted for this creative 
component, it is proposed that this set has the best potential for generating travel icons that 
communicate cross-culturally. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Final icon design 
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I also mocked up the final icon designs on a smartphone screen to determine how the 
icons appear on screen, in context (Figure 5.9). 
 
Figure 5.9 Final on-screen icon design set on travel app mock 
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CHAPTER 6  CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 
6.1 Conclusion 
Icons are necessary design elements in application design. They constitute a concise 
visual representation of an object, service, or function on mobile devices, computers and 
other electronic interfaces. Icons convey important communication to users in an 
internationally understood visual language which crosses cultures and spoken language. 
Communicating in this universal visual manner allows users to access functions on travel 
apps clearly and quickly. For an icon to be globally recognizable, it must incorporate a 
design style that appeals to people from different cultural backgrounds and meets a multi-
culture aesthetic. This can be accomplished by exploring the format and communication style  
of icon design and asking individuals representative of various cultural backgrounds to pass 
judgement on what they feel is the most meaningful and preferable icon design form. By 
consulting others throughout the present study’s design process, it was deduced that icons 
designed to communicate in a concrete manner and developed in a conventional design style 
were the most widely popular and recognizable for individuals with variant cultural 
backgrounds.  
In figure 5.8, it shows the final icon design and all of them meet the criteria for good 
icon design in chapter 4 in this project. In the list of the criteria for good icon design, the first 
criteria is “Readability and familiarity” to tell an icon should be easy to identify and 
understand. All the icons are intuitive to express the meanings for users to recognize quickly 
in this project. The second is “Accuracy” that means the icon design should convey 
information and message to users clearly and correctly. In this project, the icons are designed 
by using the accurate objects and attributes to convey the function meanings. The third 
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criteria is “Consistency” that means the icon design style should be unified. All the final icon 
designs in this project are in the same icon style to keep the harmony. The fourth criteria is 
“Artistry” that means the icons should be in creative design to bring pleasure to users. The 
icons in this project meet this criteria and all of them are designed creatively and strongly to 
attract users. The fifth and sixth criteria are “Design grid use” and “Similarity of line 
thickness” that mean the formal and unified format of grid use and similar line thickness of 
icon design can make the icon style unified. The final icon design in this project all use one 
grid to be designed, and all the icons use the similar thickness on lines.  
 
6.2 Limitations 
Limitations to this study are described as follows: 
1. In my project, I informally questioned and consulted international friends close to me, so 
the number and variety of countries and cultures sampled are limited. 
2. The number of popular travel apps from various countries was limited in that I could not 
attain popular travel apps from all over the world.  
3. Most of my friends and their friends who participated in the study are in the 18-24 age 
group. Only a few relatives representative of an older age group were available to participant, 
and herein is a limitation of the study.  
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APPENDIX A. [ICON DESIGN SKETCHES] 
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